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of the 3n: for if f 0 is an interior point of J^ and if, for each n, gn is the primi-
tive in Jn of the restriction of/to Jn, such that #n(£0) = 0 (which is uniquely
determined by (8.7.1)), then the restriction of gn+l to Jn is a primitive of
/in Jn vanishing at £0> hence equal to gn. We can therefore define the map-
ping g of I into F as equal to gn in each of the 3n, and it is obvious that g
is a primitive of/in I.
(8.7.2) Let I be an interval ofR; any regulated mapping of I into F (Section
7.6) (and in particular any continuous mapping into F, or — when F = R — any
monotone function) has a primitive in I.
From the preceding remarks, it follows that we can assume I is compact.
Then, from (8.6.4) and (7.6.1) it follows that we need only prove the theorem
for step-functions. Suppose / is a step-function, (^i)o^i^n an increasing
sequence of points in I = [a, j8] such that 10 = a, An = /? and /(£) is
equal to a constant ct in ]Ai9A.i+1[ (0<f^«~l). Then if we define
g such that in each interval [Aj, Al+1] (0 </<«-!), we have #(£) =
1-1
Cj(£ — A£) + £ cfc(4+i — ^*)> ^ is readily verified that # is a primitive of/
fc = 0
A primitive of a step-function is also called a piecewise linear function.
For a continuous function, we have furthermore:
(8.7.3) If g is a primitive of a continuous mapping f of I into F, then g has
at every point £, e I a derivative with respect to I equal to /(£)•
For it follows from (8.5.2) that for every interval [£, ^ + 1] c I
II0(« + 0 - 0(0 -/(OCII < C sup ||/(£ + fi) ~/(£)||
o^n^A
for 0 < C < A, and   sup   ||/(£ + 17) -/(Oil is arbitrarily small with A, by
O^n^A
assumption.
If g is any primitive of a regulated function/ the difference g(f$) - g(a),
for any two points of I, is independent of the particular primitive g which
is considered, owing to (8.7.1); it is written |  /(£) d{, and called the integral
Jo,
off between a and f. Any formal rule of derivation can be translated into
that notation and yields a corresponding formula of "integral calculus";
we only write explicitly the three most important ones; for convenience,
if g is a primitive of a regulated function/ we write g' instead of/ although

